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This paper presents new insights and novel algorithms for strategy selection in sequential
decision making with partially ordered preferences; that is, where some strategies
may be incomparable with respect to expected utility. We assume that incomparability
amongst strategies is caused by indeterminacy/imprecision in probability values. We
investigate six criteria for consequentialist strategy selection: Γ -Maximin, Γ -Maximax,
Γ -Maximix, Interval Dominance, Maximality and E-admissibility. We focus on the popular
decision tree and influence diagram representations. Algorithms resort to linear/multilinear
programming; we describe implementation and experiments.

 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

It is often possible, in a decision problem, to express preferences that are completely ordered; that is, for every two
alternatives, the decision maker either prefers one to the other, or is indifferent between them. In fact, expected utility
theory is based on the assumption that revealed preferences are completely ordered. However, preferences are often partially

ordered; examples can be found in the theory of CP-nets and the theory of nondeterministic planning, as briefly discussed
in Section 2. When preferences are partially ordered, two alternatives may be incomparable and incomparability may fail to
be transitive.

In this paper we focus on preferences that can be represented by a single utility function and a set of probability
measures. Whenever there are incomplete or partial beliefs, or disagreements amongst experts concerning chances, one
may fail to assign a precise probability value to every event, thus producing a partial order with respect to expected utility
[3,46,73]. This is the situation we wish to focus on. Section 2 contains the necessary background on these topics.

The literature describes many criteria of choice when preferences are partially ordered [71]. These criteria are covered
in Section 3 and can be roughly divided into two groups: (1) criteria that enforce a complete ordering amongst choices
(Γ -Maximin, Γ -Maximax and Γ -Maximix); and (2) criteria that select a set of incomparable actions (Interval Dominance,
Maximality and E-admissibility). Practical approaches to decision making with sets of probabilities have been mainly limited
to the first category; however, recent discussions [60] have highlighted theoretical and behavioral problems when using
this group of criteria, and the second group of criteria has been advocated as a more adequate approach. Nevertheless,
incomparability comes at a cost, and very little has been observed in the literature in terms of algorithmic progress, mainly
due to computational complexity and inability to deal with incomparable choices.
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There are also distinct behavioral norms when it comes to sequential decision making with partially ordered preferences;
that is, whenever a sequence of decisions must be made. For instance, a decision maker may be resolute in that she commits
herself to a complete strategy once and for all, or consequentialist in that she allows herself to change the current strategy
in case another one is appropriate in view of the future possible choices.

The interplay between criteria of choice, behavioral norms, and models such as decision trees and influence diagrams
has not been explored in the literature; this paper aims at filling this gap to some extent. There are indeed insights to be
learned from an organized discussion of criteria of choice and behavioral norms; for instance, we discuss in Section 5 the
fact that the standard LIMID model clashes with a consequentialist stance.

Another, more substantial, contribution of the paper is the development of algorithms for consequentialist sequential
decision making expressed through decision trees [56] and influence diagrams [34]. Algorithms for decision making under
Γ -Maximin and similar criteria have appeared in many settings [58,69,74], while algorithms for decision making under
Maximality and E-admissibility have been suggested by Kyburg and Pittarelli [43] and proposed more recently by Kikuti
et al. [42] and Utkin and Augustin [72].1 Section 3 presents algorithms and computational analysis for several criteria of
choice. The most valuable contribution of Section 3 is the algorithm for E-admissibility. We also present a new algorithm
for strategy selection using linear programming in a family of decision trees where partial preferences have considerable
regularity.

Sections 4 and 5 respectively present algorithms for decision making in problems specified through decision trees and
influence diagrams. We should note the scarcity of previous literature on influence diagrams under partially ordered prefer-
ences, perhaps due to the fact that several criteria of choice require the manipulation of an exponential number of strategies.
To reduce this complexity, we examine “ordered” LIMIDs, and we analyze both their conceptual foundation (in particular
their clash with consequentialism) and their computational properties.

In short, we present novel results and algorithms for sequential decision making with decision trees and influence
diagrams, plus new insights for single-stage decision making under Interval Dominance and E-admissibility. The broader
goal of the paper is to combine both the philosophical underpinnings and the computational properties of partially ordered
preferences, a combination we feel is missing in the current literature.

2. Partially ordered preferences, behavioral norms, and credal sets

Throughout, our decision makers must select one or more actions within a finite set of possible alternatives A =

{a1, . . . ,am}. Performing action a yields a reward a(ω) for each state of nature ω; the set of states of nature is assumed to
be a finite set Ω = {ω1, . . . ,ωn}. We assume that a(ω) is a real number expressed in utiles. Even though some theories of
preference allow multiple utilities to be defined for a single decision problem [2], in this paper we assume that utilities are
precisely fixed in a given decision problem, and consequently every action is identified with a single real-valued function
over the states of nature. Note that a utility function is a function that returns a value in utiles for each possible outcome;
so we are assuming that a single utility function is fixed.

The connection between preference and expected utility, in decision making under risk [47], is based on the axiomati-
zation of preference relations. Denote the strict preference of ai over a j by ai ≻ a j , and define indifference between two
actions as ai ∼ a j ⇔ ¬(ai ≻ a j)∧¬(a j ≻ ai). Suppose ≻ satisfies (recall that actions are functions that can be multiplied and
added) [23]:

Axiom 1 (completeness). The relation ≻ is complete and negatively transitive (recall that ≻ is negatively transitive if it
satisfies for all ai , a j , ak: (ai ⊁ a j) ∧ (a j ⊁ ak) ⇒ (ai ⊁ ak)).

Axiom 2 (independence). For α ∈ (0,1], ai ≻ a j ⇒ αai + (1 − α)ak ≻ αa j + (1 − α)ak (this axiom says that whenever ai ≻ a j ,
a compound action made of ai and ak will be preferred to a compound action made of a j and ak , where α denotes the ratio
of mixture between the actions).

Axiom 3 (continuity). If ai ≻ a j ≻ ak , then there exists α, β ∈ (0,1) such that αai + (1− α)ak ≻ a j ≻ βai + (1− β)ak .

Then there must exist a single probability measure P and a related expected utility representation for ≻; that is, the
value of an action ai is given by E[ai] =

∑n
j=1 P (ω j)ai(ω j), and ai ≻ a j if and only if E[ai] > E[a j].

Several theories relax these axioms, attempting to accommodate various observed decision making patterns [1,20,40]. For
instance, lexicographic preferences violate Axiom 3 and are encoded through expected utility vectors, ordered with respect
to a lexicographic hierarchy [5,23]. Other theories violate Axiom 2 and lead to non-additive functionals that represent
preferences [49, Section 2.3]. Partially ordered preferences violate Axiom 1 by assuming that preferences are not completely
ordered; this is exactly the situation we examine in the present paper. If we assume a single utility function and do
not require the preference relation ≻ to be complete, we have that ai ≻ a j if and only if E P [ai] > E P [a j] for all P in

1 Most results are based on material presented in Kikuti et al. [42] and Kikuti and Cozman [41]. The third author participated in developing the column
generation method, and the experiments, reported in Section 4.3.
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Fig. 1. A sequential decision problem represented through a decision tree.

a set of probability measures [26,61,62]. That is, the preference relation ≻ can be completely represented by a set of
probability measures K . Incomparability between two actions ai and a j appears when one probability measure P1 ∈ K

produces E P1 [ai] > E P1 [a j] while another probability measure P2 ∈ K fails to produce E P2 [ai] > E P2 [a j].
As alluded to in Section 1, several circumstances may preclude the assessment of a complete preference ordering, from

incomplete understanding of a decision scenario, or perhaps a desire to abstract elements of a complex decision situation,
to disagreements amongst experts involved in decision making. Sometimes the very language in which preferences are
expressed allows for partial specification; this is particularly relevant in artificial intelligence applications. For instance, the
semantics of “nondeterministic” actions in planning [6] is that these actions have effects whose probabilities are unknown,
and consequently it is not possible to completely order them with respect to expected utility [69]. Another suggestive
example is the theory of CP-nets [7], in which a graph-theoretical language organizes preferences about features of outcomes
rather than outcomes themselves. A CP-net may generate a single preference ordering for outcomes, but in general it
specifies a partial ordering. While a CP-net deals with outcomes (and thus reflects incomplete specification of utilities),
a similar language for actions would be within the confines of the present paper. Hopefully the present paper will help
shorten the gap between the current theories of nondeterministic planning and CP-nets, and the foundational literature on
partially ordered planning.

When preferences are partially ordered, there may be no single “best” action to select. Before we examine criteria of
choice in Section 3, we review behavioral norms for sequential decision problems (Section 2.1) and some properties of sets
of probability measures (Section 2.2).

2.1. Sequential decision problems: strategies and behavior norms

In a sequential decision problem, a decision maker faces a sequence of decisions, and each decision may impact future
decisions. A convenient language to introduce sequential decision problems is through decision trees [56]. A decision tree T

is a connected graph without cycles, where each node belongs to one of three categories. A decision node D ∈ D, typically
drawn as a square, represents the place where the decision maker must choose an action. A chance node C ∈ C, typically
drawn as a circle, represents an event out of control of the decision maker. A utility node U ∈ U is associated with a real-
valued utility. In decision trees, a leaf node is a utility node and vice versa. Edges out of a decision node represent the
possible actions that the decision maker can choose and edges out of a chance node represent the possible outcomes of
the event. A subtree of T is a tree T ′ whose nodes and edges form subsets of T . We assume that any tree or subtree is
rooted at a decision node. A strategy is a complete set of actions specifying how the decision maker should act when she is
actually called to decide. A strategy for a subtree is called a substrategy. We are interested in selecting strategies. The next
example clarifies this notion.

Example 1. The decision tree in Fig. 1 is adapted from [40]. It has three strategies: s1 = (a1,a3), s2 = (a1,a4) and s3 = (a2);
where (a1,a3) means that the decision maker will choose action a1 at A and a3 if she reaches the decision node B (if she
does not reach B then she receives $0). (One might instead consider all conceivable combinations of decisions, as often done
in game theory; in this case we would have strategies such as (a2,a3) and (a2,a4). We do not follow this route.)

There are two widely debated behavioral norms for decision makers engaged in sequential decision problems [21]. A reso-

lute decision maker commits herself to a complete strategy once and for all, comparing simultaneously all strategies rooted
at the first decision node [50]. A sophisticated or consequentialist decision maker selects strategies to follow out of a decision
node only looking at the subtree rooted at that decision node, and may actually change the strategy previously selected
[28,29]. There are other possible norms that we do not investigate further; for instance, a myopic decision maker constructs
her strategy by selecting actions, at each decision node, independently of future choices [28,67].

The following example illustrates the behavioral norms in the light of a non-expected utility model of preference.

Example 2. Consider again Example 1. Suppose the decision maker has adopted a rank-dependent utility model of preference
[40], where strategies are ranked using a single utility/probability pair and the function
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Fig. 2. Decision tree for Example 3.

V (a) = a(ω1) +

n
∑

j=2

exp
(

−
(

− ln(x j)
)0.5)[

a(ω j) − a(ω j−1)
]

,

where x j =
∑n

k= j P (ωk) and the inequalities a(ω1) � · · · � a(ωn) are assumed to hold. At node A we have V (s1) = 1124.86,
V (s2) = 924.23 and V (s3) = 1000, so at node A, s1 ≻ s3 ≻ s2 . However at node B , action a4 is preferred to a3 as V (a3) =

2494.06 and V (a4) = 3000. If the decision maker is resolute, she selects s1 and implements it; at B she must choose a3 even
if a4 is locally better. If the decision maker is consequentialist, she would anticipate that in B she would prefer a4 to a3 , so
s1 is infeasible for her: comparing s2 and s3 at A, she must choose s3 . If the decision maker is myopic, she would select s1
at A, but when she reaches B she deviates from s1 by choosing a4 (the best option locally), thus actually implementing s2 .

In general, resolute behavior demands examination of all strategies at the beginning. Even though the resolute norm has
been forcefully defended when moral aspects of commitments are taken into account [9,51], resolution faces several prob-
lems as to how preferences are to be elicited and modeled. By renouncing consequentialism, the decision maker does not
have well defined local preferences that can be revealed from her choices [57].2 A consequentialist norm makes even more
sense if we consider a resource bounded decision maker who cannot possibly optimize over the space of all strategies [66].
For this reason, we adopt the consequentialist norm throughout this paper.

If a decision maker eliminates an action at a non-root node, and this action might be selected from the perspective of
the root node, we have an episode of incoherent choice. Another situation is that of inconsistent choice, where the decision
maker selects a strategy but subsequently deviates from it [28,49]. Incoherent and inconsistent choices do not occur when
a decision maker ranks preferences through expected utility with a single utility function and a single non-zero probability
measure (in fact, resolute and consequentialist norms are equivalent for such a decision maker). However, incoherence may
befall the decision maker when preferences are partially ordered:

Example 3 (Adapted from Seidenfeld [60]). In the decision tree depicted in Fig. 2, p ∈ [0.25,0.75], q = 1/2 and ǫ > 0. There
is a charge of 0.4 utiles to take action a1 , a2a or a2b , and a charge of 0.35 utiles to take action a3 , thus E P [a1] = 0
and E P [a2a] = E P [a2b] = 0.1 for every possible P . There are 9 additional strategies to consider, by combining actions out
of D2 and D3 . Suppose we are interested in strategies with maximum minimum expected utility (that is, we adopt the
Γ -Maximin criterion to be detailed later). For small ǫ , at D2 the Γ -Maximin action is a′

1 , and at D3 the Γ -Maximin action
is a′′

1; however the strategy (a3,a
′
1,a

′′
1) is not Γ -Maximin at D1 , as (a3,a

′
2a,a

′′
2b) is a strategy with larger minimum expected

utility. This is an episode of incoherent choice, since we throw away the actions that would lead to better strategy at the
root node.

We will further discuss incoherent and inconsistent choices in Section 4.1, after detailing some criteria of choice.

2.2. Partially ordered preferences through sets of probability measures

As noted previously, partially ordered preferences can often be represented by sets of probability measures. We call a
set of probability measures a credal set [46], and denote by K (X) a credal set that contains distributions for a random

2 Jaffray [38] combines consequentialist preferences and non-consequentialist behavior. Nielsen and Jaffray [52] use the rank-dependent utility model
with preferences function revealed by the anticipated utility theory of Quiggin [55].
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variable X . We assume throughout that credal sets are given by a finite set of linear constraints, thus being closed convex
with finitely many vertices (Example 4 shows one such credal set).

Given a set of assessments containing constraints on probability values, any credal set that satisfies the constraints is an
extension of the assessments. Given an event A, P (A) = minP∈K P (A) and P (A) = maxP∈K P (A) are respectively the lower

probability and the upper probability of A. Given a random variable X , E[X] = minP∈K E[X] and E[X] = maxP∈K E[X] are
respectively the lower expectation and the upper expectation of X (we use expected value and expectation as synonyms).
A conditional credal set K (·|A) is obtained by conditioning (Bayes’ rule) every measure in a credal set with respect to A

(likewise, K (·|Y ) is produced by elementwise conditioning with respect to a random variable Y ). We assume that any
conditioning event has lower probability strictly larger than zero (P (A) > 0). If the (joint) credal set K (X, Y ) is such that
every one of its vertices satisfies stochastic independence of X and Y (that is, all vertices factorize as P (X)P (Y )), then X

and Y are said to be strongly independent. There are several other concepts of independence for credal sets in the literature
[11,12]; strong independence is perhaps the most popular, and we adopt it in this paper. Conditional strong independence is
defined in the obvious manner, by requiring conditional stochastic independence for every vertex of the conditional credal
set of interest.

We shall, when we deal with influence diagrams, use elements of the theory of credal networks. A credal network is a
graph-theoretical representation for a joint credal set K (X1, . . . , Xn) that mimics the structure of a Bayesian network [13].
A credal network consists of a directed acyclic graph such that each node is identified with a random variable Xi . The
parents of variable Xi in the graph are denoted by pa(Xi). Each variable is associated with a conditional credal set
K (Xi|pa(Xi) = πk) for each value πk of pa(Xi), and every variable is assumed strongly independent of its nondescen-
dants in the graph given its parents in the graph. Thus the largest extension of all assessments in a credal network,
called the strong extension, is a joint credal set K (X1, . . . , Xn) given by the convex hull of the set of joint distributions:
{
∏n

i=1 p(Xi |pa(Xi)): p(Xi |pa(Xi) = πk) ∈ K (Xi |pa(Xi) = πk)} where this expression refers to densities induced by the ap-
propriate probability distributions. An inference is then the computation of lower/upper probabilities for the values of some
variable. In general, inference with strong extensions is NP P P -complete; with constraints on the induced width of credal
networks, the complexity of inferences is in NP [17]. The best available algorithms for inference with strong extensions
optimize a multilinear polynomial

∏n
i=1 p(Xi |pa(Xi)) subject to assessments in the credal network [16]. Some variables may

be discarded when computing a particular inference, using the d-separation property that strong extensions inherit from
Bayesian networks [12].3

We will need to solve multilinear programs several times in this paper. The most refined algorithm for solution of
multilinear programming problems arising from judgements of independence seems to be the adaptation of Sherali and
Tuncbilek [65]’s RL method by de Campos and Cozman [17]. We have used the adapted RL method in our implementation
(Section 5.2), and we usually take the solution of a multilinear program to be a “unit” of computation, even though such a
solution may require substantial effort in itself.

3. Criteria of choice in single-stage decision making

In this section we study several criteria of choice for partially ordered preferences; that is, criteria that select one or
more actions from a given set of actions. We present the basic computations that must be performed in a single-stage
decision making problem, and we present short code fragments that are used later. While several of these algorithms
have appeared in the literature [70,71], the discussion contributes with new analyses both for Interval Dominance and
for E-admissibility [42]. The computational cost of the algorithms is presented as a function of the number of auxiliary
optimization programs that must be solved. The following example clarifies the nature of these programs (the example
deals with linear constraints; later we face situations where auxiliary programs are multilinear).

Example 4. Consider a decision problem with three states, x1 , x2 and x3 that are values of a random variable X . Actions
and utilities are given in Fig. 3. Suppose the credal set K (X) is specified through P (X = x1) ∈ [1/10;7/20], P (X = x2) ∈

[1/5;2/5], and P (X = x3) ∈ [7/20;13/20], as depicted in Fig. 3. To obtain lower and upper expectations for actions ai (also
in Fig. 3), we must solve linear programs of the form min/max E[ai] =

∑

j p jai(x j) subject to
∑

j p j = 1 and P (X = x j) �

p j � P (X = x j) for j = 1,2,3.

Existing criteria can be roughly divided into two groups. Indecision-resistant criteria force a single ordering of choices,
and thus select either a single action or a set of equally ranked (with respect to choice) actions. Indecision-prone criteria
may return a set of actions that are deemed incomparable (with respect to preference).

We start by briefly examining indecision-resistant criteria: Γ -Maximin, Γ -Maximax, and Γ -Maximix. The Γ -Maximin

criterion selects an action with highest lower expectation, a “pessimistic” solution that focuses on worst case scenarios
[3,25]. Algorithm 1 is an easy translation of the Γ -Maximin criterion. The Γ -Maximax criterion selects an action with
highest upper expectation, an “optimistic” solution that focuses on best case scenarios [58]. The Γ -Maximix criterion selects

3 Given three collections of variables X, Y and Z, suppose that along every path between a variable in X and a variable in Y there is a variable W such
that: either W has two converging arrows and is not in Z and none of its descendants are in Z, or W is in Z. Then X and Y are d-separated by Z [54].
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x1 x2 x3 E[ai ] E[ai ]

a1 9 7 1 3.3 5.6
a2 0 5 8 4.3 6.45
a3 5 5 5 5.0 5.0
a4 6 4 4 4.2 4.7
a5 2 6 5 4.2 5.1

Fig. 3. Left: Actions, utilities, and lower and upper expected utilities for Example 4. Right: Credal set K (X) (hatched area) defined by probability intervals
in Example 4; axes denote probability of x1 , x2 and x3 .

Algorithm 1: Criterion_Γ -Maximin
Input: Set of actions A, and set of constraints K on probability values.
Output: A Γ -Maximin action.

a∗ ← a1 , x ← E[a1];1

foreach ai ∈ A\a1 do if E[ai ] > x then {a∗ ← ai , x ← E[ai ]};2

return a∗ ;3

Algorithm 2: Criterion_Maximality
Input: Set of actions A containing #A actions (each action has attribute “admissible”, initially set to true), and set of constraints K on probability

values.
Output: The set of maximal actions.

for i ← 1 to (#A − 1) do1

for j ← i + 1 to (#A) do2

if E[ai − a j ] > 0 then a j .admissible ← false;3

else if E[ai − a j ] < 0 then ai .admissible ← false;4

return All actions with attribute “admissible” set to true;5

a∗ = argmaxai∈A(ηE[ai] + (1 − η)E[ai]), where η ∈ [0,1] reflects the degree of ambiguity aversion [72], and is already
sketched by Hurwicz [36]. Algorithm 1 can be easily modified to deal with the Γ -Maximax and Γ -Maximix criteria. For
these three criteria, Algorithm 1 returns the selected action by solving a number of optimization programs, each subject
to constraints in K . The number of optimization programs is clearly linear on the number of actions. In Example 4, the
Γ -Maximin criterion selects a3 , while the Γ -Maximax criterion selects a2 and the Γ -Maximix criterion also selects a2 for
η = 0.5.

Consider indecision-prone criteria, starting with Maximality. An action ai is maximal if there is no action a j such that,
for each possible probability measure P ∈ K , E P [a j] > E P [ai]. The maximality criterion is based on pairwise comparisons
amongst actions, as indicated by Algorithm 2 (in Algorithm 2 we use the fact that E P [ai] > E P [a j] for all P is equivalent to
E[ai − a j] > 0 [73]). To handle n actions, the algorithm must solve at most (n2 − n) optimization programs. In Example 4,
to determine whether a4 can be maximal in the presence of a3 , we must solve the linear program max(6p1 + 4p2 + 4p3 −

5p1 − 5p2 − 5p3) subject to
∑3

i=1 pi = 1, 1/10 � p1 � 7/20, 1/5 � p2 � 2/5, and 7/20 � p3 � 13/20. We find that the
maximum is 3/10, hence a4 is not maximal when a3 is present.

We now examine Interval Dominance and E-admissibility in more detail.

3.1. Interval Dominance

Interval Dominance selects one or more I-admissible actions as follows [70]. Action a j is I-inadmissible when ai is present
if E[ai] > E[a j]. The I-admissible actions are the actions that are never I-inadmissible. Note that Interval Dominance does
not identify dominance in the sense that, given two actions ai and a j , ai dominates a j if for all probability measures P ,
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Fig. 4. Left: Interval Dominance does not capture “true” dominance (slanted lines denote the expectations of actions a1 and a2 as the probability of event
A varies). Right: Actions and their expected utilities in Example 5.

Algorithm 3: Criterion_IntervalDominance
Input: Set of actions A (each action has attribute “admissible”, initially set to true), and set of constraints K on probability values.
Output: The set of I-admissible actions.

a∗ ← Criterion_Γ -Maximin(A, K ); x ← E[a∗];1

foreach ai ∈ A do if x > E[ai ] then ai .admissible ← false;2

return All actions with attribute “admissible” set to true;3

E P [ai] � E P [a j]: in Fig. 4, a2 has higher expectation than action a1 for every probability value P (A) ∈ [0.3,0.7], but Interval
Dominance does not choose between these actions.

A naive method to generate I-admissible actions would compare every pair of actions. Algorithm 3 avoids unneces-
sary computation of lower and upper expectations by using the Γ -Maximin solution a∗ . Action a∗ is always I-admissible:
suppose otherwise that a∗ is I-inadmissible; then there is a′ with higher lower expectation, contradicting the hypothesis.
The comparison of all actions with a∗ generates the I-admissible actions (an action a′ dominated by another action a′′ is
also dominated by action a∗ with the maximum lower expectation, because E[a] � E[a′′]). To find a∗ we must solve n

optimization programs; to determine the set of admissible actions we must solve n − 1 additional optimization programs.
Consequently, Algorithm 3 returns the I-admissible actions by solving a linear (on the number of actions) number of opti-
mization programs.

3.2. E-admissibility

The criterion of E-admissibility, where E stands for “expectation” [45], focuses on actions that maximize expected utility.
Given a set of actions A and a credal set K , the action ai ∈ A is E-admissible when, for at least one P ∈ K , ai maximizes
expected utility [59]:

ai is E-admissible when ∃(P ∈ K ): ∀(a j ∈ A, j = i) : E P [ai − a j] � 0. (1)

A variant of E-admissibility has been explored for Markov decision processes with imprecise probabilities by Itoh and
Nakamura [37].

Example 5. Take a′
1 , a

′
2a and a′

2b as in Example 3, and assume ǫ = 0. Expected utilities are shown in Fig. 4 (right). Only ac-
tions a′

2a and a′
2b are E-admissible: action a′

2b maximizes expected utility for P (E) ∈ [0.25,0.5], while action a′
2a maximizes

expected utility for P (E) ∈ [0.5,0.75]. Even though a′
1 is the Γ -Maximin action, it never maximizes expected utility and is

not E-admissible.

E-admissibility is qualitatively different from the previous criteria in that it does not depend on pairwise comparisons;
rather, it is based on the existence of specific probability measures in the underlying credal set. Thus one might think that
E-admissibility is more difficult to handle computationally than the other criteria. This feeling transpires in the literature
on decision making with partially ordered preferences, as best expressed in Troffaes’ [70] excellent review. However, it is
possible to reduce the search for E-admissible actions to a linear sequence of optimization programs, using insights first
derived by Kyburg and Pittarelli [43]. The original discussion by Kyburg and Pittarelli did not focus on computational cost,
and it lay dormant until the same techniques surfaced independently in work by Kikuti et al. [42] and Utkin and Augustin
[72], in response to Troffaes’ [70] analysis.

The basic idea is that an action ai is E-admissible if there is P ∈ K such that all constraints generated by Expression (1)
are satisfied. If these constraints cannot be satisfied, then ai is not E-admissible. Algorithm 4 generates exactly these con-
straints: the linear expression E P [ai − a j] � 0 in line 3, stored in the set C , denotes a symbolic constraint on the free (not
yet bound) values of P . This way the algorithm avoids the need to represent credal sets explicitly (that is, the need to
enumerate vertices). As every action is verified only once:
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Algorithm 4: Criterion_E-admissibility
Input: Set of actions A containing #A actions (each action has attribute “admissible”, initially set to true), and set of constraints K on probability

values.
Output: The set of E-admissible actions.

for i ← 1 to (#A) do1

C ← K ;2

for j ← 1 to (#A) do if i = j then C ← C ∪ {E P [ai − a j ] � 0};3

if C is not feasible then ai .admissible ← false;4

return All actions with attribute “admissible” set to true;5

Proposition 1. Algorithm 4 returns the E-admissible actions by solving a linear (in the number of actions) number of optimization

programs.

In Example 4, a1 , a2 and a3 are E-admissible actions. To verify whether a1 is E-admissible, we must verify whether the
following linear constraints can be satisfied together:

∑3
i=1 pi = 1 and

1/10 � p1 � 7/20, 1/5 � p2 � 2/5, 7/20 � p3 � 13/20,

9p1 + 7p2 + p3 − 0p1 − 5p2 − 8p3 � 0, 9p1 + 7p2 + p3 − 5p1 − 5p2 − 5p3 � 0,

9p1 + 7p2 + p3 − 6p1 − 4p2 − 4p3 � 0, 9p1 + 7p2 + p3 − 2p1 − 6p2 − 5p3 � 0.

4. Algorithms for sequential decision making: decision trees

In this section we derive algorithms for sequential decision making with decision trees that display indetermi-
nacy/imprecision in probability values.

4.1. Preliminaries: the option for consequentialism

In a decision tree where chance nodes are associated with credal sets we may face differences between resolute and
consequentialist behaviors.

We start by noting that E-admissibility and Maximality never lead to incoherent choice as both resolute and consequen-
tialist norms produce identical sets of strategies [35,60].4 Thus with E-admissibility and Maximality it is possible to run
backward induction and produce a sequence of substrategies that satisfy consequentialism and that reach the strategies
complying with the resolute norm. As a digression, note that such backward induction scheme is exactly given by Algo-
rithm 5, detailed later, when this algorithm is specialized to the E-admissibility and Maximality criteria [42]; we also note
that recent work by Huntley and Troffaes [35] yields simplifications to Algorithm 5 when applied to Maximality.

The remaining criteria in Section 3 may produce distinct consequentialist and resolute behaviors. The Γ -Maximin cri-
terion was considered in Example 3. Clearly the same applies to the Γ -Maximix and Γ -Maximax criteria, since they do
not guarantee that a discarded substrategy is not part of an optimal strategy. To illustrate this for Γ -Maximax criterion,
consider again Example 3. At D2 , the Γ -Maximax action is a′

2a , and at D3 , the Γ -Maximax action is a′′
2b . However at D1

the Γ -Maximax strategy is either (a3,a
′
2a,a

′′
2a) or (a3,a

′
2b,a

′′
2b).

Incoherent choice can also happen with Interval Dominance, a fact that apparently has not been indicated before:

Example 6. In the decision tree depicted in Fig. 5, suppose p ∈ [1/10,3/10], q1 ∈ [1/5,2/5], q2 ∈ [2/5,3/5] and q3 ∈

[3/5,4/5]. At D2 , action a′
1 dominates action a′

2 , but the strategy (a1,a
′
2) is I-admissible at D1 .

In this paper we adopt the consequentialist position that the best substrategy starting at a decision node can depend only
on the subtree starting at that node, motivated by the fact that the sensible alternative, resolute behavior, is computationally
unfeasible in general for bounded agents (in a sequential decision problem, the resolute behavior can be viewed as a “brute-
force” method, that demands the enumeration of all possible strategies).

4.2. Selecting strategies

Algorithm 5 presents a general framework for consequentialist sequential decision making in the presence of indeter-
minacy/imprecision in probabilities — that is, under partially ordered preferences. The algorithm can be specialized by
replacing throughout criterion by the desired criterion of choice. The intuition behind the algorithm is that a strategy can

4 Nevertheless, both E-admissibility and Maximality still may lead to inconsistent choice, where the decision maker plans for an action but then executes
a different action.
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Fig. 5. Decision tree for Example 6.

Algorithm 5: DecisionTree_criterion
Input: A decision tree T as described in Section 4.1, with a set T .K of constraints on probability values.
Output: A set of strategies selected by criterion.

m ← Number of decision nodes;1

for i ←m until 1 do2

S ← ∅;3

foreach D ′ that is a child of Dm do4

if D ′ ∈ D then5

foreach s j ∈ D ′.substrategies do S ← S ∪ {D ′, s j};6

else if D ′ ∈ C then7

foreach s j ∈ Combination(D ′) do S ← S ∪ {D ′, s j};8

else S ← S ∪ {D ′}9

K ← GenerateConstraints(S, Dm,T .K );10

D.substrategies ← Criterion_criterion(S , K);11

return Content of attribute substrategies for root decision node;12

be constructed by visiting the nodes backwards, i.e. from last (leaf) to first (root), by selecting the optimal choice as decision
nodes are encountered. The optimal choice at a decision node is then combined to the array of optimal choices selected at
previously visited nodes, until the root node is resolved. In order to accomplish this, Algorithm 5 assumes that each decision
node keeps a list of admissible substrategies (according to criterion) rooted at that node; this list is kept in the “substrate-
gies” attribute. The remainder of this section is dedicated to a detailed discussion of technical aspects of this algorithm. In
addition, we propose a simple transformation that allows the algorithm to be solved using linear programming instead of
the more computationally demanding multilinear program. We also show that this linear program can benefit from the use
of the column generation technique in order to obtain solutions more efficiently.

We assume that the decision nodes in D are topologically sorted, that is, they follow a linear (temporal) ordering of
decisions such that if T contains a path from decision node Dx to D y , then Dx appears before the decision node D y in the
ordering. We assume that D1 is the root of T and Dm is the last decision node in such ordering.

As mentioned, the construction of strategies in our algorithm starts backwards at a leaf of the tree, that is, at a utility
node (line 9 of Algorithm 5). We visit each decision node Dm (from last to first) and examine its children. If a child D ′

of D is a decision node, the substrategies rooted at D ′ are combined with the action that prescribes a move to D ′ (this
is indicated by storing D ′ at the beginning of the substrategies). If D ′ is a chance node, there are two cases to handle. If
a chance node has no decision nodes as successors, the only substrategy rooted at D is a substrategy that simply moves
to D ′ . If a chance node has decision nodes as successors, it is then necessary to combine all substrategies that can branch
out of D ′ . For instance, if there are three decision nodes out of a chance node, and each one of these decision nodes leads
to two substrategies, then eight substrategies must be produced. We assume that these substrategies are returned by the
function Combination in line 8 of Algorithm 5.

The substrategies S generated in the loop from line 4 to line 9 are fed to the appropriate function Criterion_criterion
in line 11. This function treats each substrategy as an action, and it must also receive the constraints and parameters
of optimization programs that are run so as to select substrategies in Criterion_criterion. These constraints are basically
contained in the input set T .K , and given in terms of local assignments.

Once the constraints are generated, they are processed by Criterion_criterion in a sequence of optimization programs.
Fix a decision node D and strategy s; the expectation of s is:

∑

x1,...,xN∈{0,1}

P
(

X1 = x1
∣

∣an(X1)
)

. . . P
(

XN = xN
∣

∣an(XN)
)

U (s, x1, . . . , xN ), (2)

where Xi denotes indicator functions for each one of the events in the subtree rooted at D only with branches selected
by s, an(Xi) is the set of nodes in the path from D to Xi , and P (Xi = xi |an(Xi)) is a local assignment on the probability
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that the event Xi obtains xi . This expression is clearly in a multilinear form, and optimizing it subject to constraints on
probability values (the terms in the product) takes us to nonlinear programming, as has been pointed out before [14,15,42].
Nonlinear programming is known to be a class of very difficult problems to solve, and specific optimization methods have
been recently applied to the particular case of sequential decision making under the Γ -Maximax criteria by de Campos and
Ji [19].

There are, however, interesting situations where all optimization programs in Criterion_criterion can be transformed
into linear programs, as discussed in the next section.

4.3. Selecting strategies with linear programming

A linear formulation is obtained for strategy selection when assessments are linear constraints and are separately specified

in the sense that probability constraints for the event at a particular chance node do not depend on probability values for
any other event. For instance, assessments are separately specified if T .K contains only bounds on probabilities such as
P (A|B) ∈ [α, β] where A is an event at a chance node and B is a conjunction of events in the decision tree from the root
to that node (as illustrated by Example 6).

To obtain linear programs, we first note that Expression (2) can be written as
∑

x1,...,xN∈{0,1}

P (X1 = x1, . . . , XN = xN)U (s, x1, . . . , xN ), (3)

where P (X1 = x1, . . . , XN = xN ) are the probability values to optimize over. For instance, consider again constraints such as
P (A|B) ∈ [α, β], where A and B are (conjunctions of) events in the decision tree. We can use Bayes’ rule of conditioning to
transform these constraints into the form αP (B) � P (A ∩ B) � β P (B) under the assumption that probabilities are strictly
positive. In Example 6, we have the constraints:

1/10 � P (C) � 3/10, 3/5P (C) � P (E ∩ C) � 4/5P (C),

1/5P (C) � P (F ∩ C) � 2/5P (C), 2/5P
(

C c
)

� P
(

G ∩ C c
)

� 3/5P
(

C c
)

.

It is instructive to analyze the size of the linear programs that are generated by this method. One extreme (favorable)
situation is represented by a symmetric decision tree where each decision node in the same slice branches into a constant
number of chance nodes containing the same event. That is, the first decision node branches into several nodes containing
event A; then the decision nodes out of these two chance nodes branch into several chance nodes all labeled with event B ,
and so on, as depicted in Fig. 6 (left) for the case of branching factor equal to two. For a fixed strategy, we have a symmetric
binary tree, and if the problem deals with N events, this binary tree contains 2N − 1 nodes. Each complete path from the
root to a utility node corresponds to a complete conjunction of events and complements of events, and the linear program
to be built has as many optimization variables as there are paths in this symmetric binary tree. We reach the satisfying
conclusion that, for symmetric decision trees, the linear programs that must be solved within Algorithm 5 are polynomial
on the size of the decision tree (this is of course not entirely comforting as the size of these decision trees is exponential on
the number of events). Fig. 6 (right) shows running times for the computation of lower expected value for a given strategy,
as this is the basic operation for all criteria of choice. Points in that graph have been produced by generating symmetric
decision trees with randomly generated utilities and lower/upper probabilities for events. The implementation is coded in
AMPL and uses the CPLEX commercial package as linear programming solver; experiments were run in a microcomputer
with two dual-core processors and 4 GBytes of memory. One sees that running times are quite small for N � 10; it is hard
to imagine a symmetric decision tree with more than 10 chance nodes. Just to compare, we have also solved the multilinear
formulation (2) using the programming package Multilin [17]. The multilinear programs took minutes even for N = 5 and
often failed to converge (Multilin produces successive approximations and typically reaches a vicinity of the solution quickly,
but then converges very slowly).

Now consider the other extreme situation, where for every fixed strategy we have a symmetric binary tree such that each
chance node contains a different event. Here the linear program that computes the lower/upper expectation of a strategy
is exponentially larger than the decision tree: for a binary tree with height H , there are N = 2H − 1 chance nodes and
2N = 2(2H−1) optimization variables. That is, we may have a relatively small decision tree that leads to very large linear
programs: for example, in a binary tree of height 5 (5 levels), there are N = 25 − 1 = 31 chance nodes and 2N = 231

optimization variables. As indicated in Fig. 6 (right), running times grow substantially as N grows beyond 10. Here we face
a situation that is similar to probabilistic logic; that is, we have a relatively small set of constraints on N events and we must
handle 2N configurations of these events [24,27,31]. Such problems have been tackled with column generation [39] and
redundancy detection [32,48]. We are interested in minimizing/maximizing an objective function given by Expression (3).
We can write this expression as a product of vectors u · p, where u contains the values of the utility nodes and p the
probability values over the 2N possible configuration of events. We also know from T .K the constraints p is subject to, that
can also be easily written in matrix form by Ap � b.

It is clear that A has a very large number of columns (more precisely, 2N , one for each possible configuration of events).
Storing and manipulating such an amount of columns is very inefficient and time consuming. However, by using column
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Fig. 6. Linear programming solution for exponentially large, separately specified decision trees. Left: Symmetric decision tree. Right: Running times, in
logarithmic scale, for growing N (number of events).

generation, it is possible to solve this linear program by manipulating only a smaller sub-matrix A′ of A with as many
rows and columns as there are rows in A. The challenge is that, to run the simplex method, at each iteration we must
select one of the previously discarded columns of A to replace an existing column in A′ . This is done by computing the
reduced cost c − yA, where y is the dual cost of the current solution [4]. We can write every column of A as a vector of
multilinear expressions [A1B1 −α1B1, . . . , AmBm −αBm]T , where Ai is an event and B i is a conjunction of events, and αi is
an assessment. Thus c − yA is a multilinear expression on optimization variables that are either 0 or 1; there are standard
techniques to reduce such an optimization problem to integer programming [18, Section 4.2]. To summarize: we run the
simplex method with A′ , and to decide which column of A to enter into A′ , we run an auxiliary integer program. We note
that problems with hundreds of variables in probabilistic logic have been solved using column generation with relative
ease [32], so the exact solution of large decision trees can be obtained. Note also that these techniques can be extended
to chance nodes that are associated with random variables with finitely many values. The added effort is to binarize the
random variables into sets of binary variables, and to add Boolean constraints so that these binary variables only take on
possible values. The result is again a probabilistic logic problem that can be solved using linear programming, possibly with
column generation if N is large.

4.4. Consequentialist backward induction. . .?

One might argue that constraints K should be generated only once before any other computation in Algorithm 5, as
assessments T .K are available as input. However such an approach may miss significant simplifications, because there may
be chance nodes that are discarded during execution of the algorithm, given our consequentialist perspective. For instance,
in Fig. 5 the event F can be discarded when one is at D1 , because action a′

2 and the subsequent nodes are not admissible
for any criteria of choice previously discussed. Thus it makes sense to generate constraints “inside” the loop (line 10) in
Algorithm 5. Nevertheless, in the worst case the function GenerateConstraints may build, if implemented as described in the
previous section, an exponentially large optimization program at the root node. This is somewhat unsatisfying, particularly
when compared to backward induction in standard decision trees.

In a standard decision tree, an already processed decision node is completely summarized by the unique expected value
of the selected substrategy from that node on. Instead in the function GenerateConstraints described in the previous section,
the programs built at decision nodes grow in size. The natural question is: Can we have a function GenerateConstraints that
summarizes the already processed decision nodes through an interval of expected utility? For instance, in Example 6 we
would like the choice between a1 and a2 to be resolved at D1 only by processing an expectation interval from D2 . Alas,
such an interval-based backward induction fails in general:

Example 7. Consider the decision tree in Fig. 7, adapted from Hammond [30]. Here p ∈ [ǫ,1 − ǫ] and q = ǫ , for some
small ǫ > 0. Actions a and b are maximal and E-admissible at D2 , and c and d are maximal and E-admissible at D3 , but
strategy {a′,a} dominates {a′′,d}, and {a′′, c} dominates {a′,b}. If D2 and D3 were to return the expectation intervals for
their maximal/E-admissible actions, it would not be possible to detect that some strategies are dominated; in fact, all four
strategies have overlapping expectation intervals.
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Fig. 7. Decision tree for Example 7.

Maximality and E-admissibility may fail in an interval-based backward induction because the necessary information
about the constraints on probability values may be lost. We now wish to show that an interval-based backward induction
can succeed for Γ -Maximin, Γ -Maximax, Γ -Maximix and Interval Dominance. That is, for these criteria and under the
assumption that constraints are separately specified, we can evaluate actions at a decision node D as a one-step decision
problem where each decision node reached from D is replaced by a single expectation interval. We start by rehearsing, in
the next paragraph, an argument by Danielson and Ekenberg [14], who derived algorithms for computation of lower/upper
expectations of a fixed strategy in the presence of local bounds on probabilities and expectations.

The central idea by [14] is as follows. Fix a strategy s; using Expression (2),

E[s] = min
P1,...,PN

∑

X1

· · ·
∑

XN

P1
(

X1
∣

∣an(X1)
)

. . . PN

(

XN

∣

∣an(XN)
)

U (s, X1, . . . , XN),

where we have subscripted the probability distributions so as to emphasize the scope of the minimization. We can move
the summations to the right, eliminating variables one by one from XN to X1 , and we can place the minimization over a
probability distribution right before the probability distribution of interest; this is only possible because all constraints are
local and independently specified for each path from root to the node of interest. Hence to compute the lower expectation
of s, we can run a backward induction scheme where a reduced optimization program is built at each decision node D by
encoding constraints in the subtree rooted at D , with action selected by s, and with branches cut at future decision nodes.
These latter decision nodes are replaced by their lower and upper expected utilities; and as D produces its own lower
and upper expected utilities, it passes only these values back to its ancestors. Reduced programs are multilinear due to the
presence of probability constraints and expectation intervals; that is, in Expression (2) we have both values of P i and of U

as free variables to optimize for. Danielson and Ekenberg [14] present techniques that simplify the solution of these local
multilinear programs.

Returning to our problem, consider the criterion of Interval Dominance. At decision node D we can build a complete
optimization program with all chance nodes in the subtree rooted at D , except those nodes in subtrees eliminated in previ-
ous stages of the backward induction method. Alternatively, we can build a reduced optimization problem with the chance
nodes between D and the decision nodes that are direct descendants, with the proviso that these descendants summarize
the content of their subtrees by intervals of expected utility. Recall that each decision node that is direct descendant of D is
attached to a fixed set of substrategies, because our decision maker is consequentialist. Thus the only question is whether
the set of I-admissible actions at D is the same regardless of whether we use the complete or the reduced program. Given
that all that matters for Interval Dominance are lower/upper expectations, the argument in the previous paragraph leads to
a positive answer: the two programs produce identical results, as the complete program can be divided into several smaller
programs that are all encoded in the reduced program and its expectation intervals.

Similar arguments work for Γ -Maximin, Γ -Maximax and Γ -Maximix. Each descendant D ′ of D is attached to a single
selected substrategy s′ rooted at D ′ . Every expected utility in the expectation interval for s′ can be attained by selecting
probability distributions in the subtree rooted at D ′ . Consequently, at D we lose nothing by restricting attention to the
expectation interval of s′ , and likewise for every descendant of D .

To finish this section, we compare several kinds of assessments and criteria of choice in the context of Example 3:

Example 8. Consider Example 3, and suppose ǫ is small. Algorithm 5 starts at D2 , where three substrategies, corresponding
to actions a′

1 , a
′
2a and a′

2b , are evaluated by the appropriate function Criterion_criterion. The same happens at node D3 . At
node D1 , the actions a1 , a2a , a2b are evaluated, together with all combinations of selected strategies from D2 and D3 . We
have the implicit constraint that a single value p refers to several probability values (P (E|C, D1), P (E|C c, D2), etc.); that
is, constraints are not separately specified. Running the complete backward induction algorithm, we obtain the following
selected strategies. The Γ -Maximin actions are a′

1 and a′′
1 at D2 and D3 , and the Γ -Maximin strategy is either (a2a) or

(a2b) at D1 . (Note that action a′
2a is inadmissible at D2 , action a′′

2b is likewise inadmissible at D3 , but their combination
is identical to a2a , a Γ -Maximin action at D1!) The Γ -Maximax criterion prescribes a′

2a and a′′
2b at D2 and D3 , and then
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(a3,a
′
2a,a

′′
2b) at D1 . Interval Dominance selects all actions at nodes D2 and D3 , so we have twelve strategies to evalu-

ate at D1 , five of which are inadmissible ((a1), (a2a), (a2b), (a3,a
′
1,a

′′
1) and (a3,a

′
2b,a

′′
2a)). E-admissibility discards only a′

1
and a′′

1 at D2 and D3 , while Maximality does not discard any of them. At D1 Maximality discards the same strategies as
Interval Dominance plus the strategies (a3,a

′
1,a

′′
2a) and (a3,a

′
2a,a

′′
1). Finally, at D1 E-admissibility discards the same strate-

gies as Maximality plus the strategies (a3,a
′
1,a

′′
2b) and (a3,a

′
2a,a

′′
1). There are three E-admissible strategies: (a3,a

′
2a,a

′′
2a),

(a3,a
′
2a,a

′′
2b), and (a3,a

′
2b,a

′′
2b).

Suppose we change Example 3 so that the probability of E depends on the path from root to the chance node labeled
with E; that is, we have eight probability values pi ∈ [0.25,0.75] (constraints are separately specified). A linear programming
solution is now possible. However, if we wish we can deal with reduced programs through multilinear programming. Note
that we face a decrease in selectivity by separating assessments: the only inadmissible strategy for Interval Dominance,
Maximality and E-admissibility is (a1).

To summarize the discussion on decision trees: the same strategies are selected under resolute and consequentialist
norms for Maximality and E-admissibility, and there, a backward induction procedure is fully justified; for the remaining
criteria, a backward induction method is only justified by a consequentialist position (as adopted in this paper). Another
point is that the size of optimization programs generated by Algorithm 5 may grow exponentially; however for Γ -Maximin,
Γ -Maximax, Γ -Maximix and Interval Dominance it is possible to run reduced programs when constraints are separately
specified. And finally, a linear programming formulation is possible in some cases but multilinear programming is required
in general, and in particular when dealing with reduced programs.

5. Influence diagrams with partially ordered preferences

Decision trees can hardly represent large, or even medium size, decision problems, as the number of nodes in a decision
tree increases exponentially with the number of chance and decision variables. A more compact way to represent sequential
decision problems is through influence diagrams. A seminal work on influence diagrams with interval probabilities was
presented by Breese and Fertig [8,22]; no substantial advance seems to have appeared in the literature after that work. We
now expand that analysis by considering several criteria of choice.

The section is organized as follows. In Section 5.1 we introduce influence diagrams with partially ordered preferences, we
define a class of problems that we are interested in, we present an algorithm to solve such class of problems and provide
an analysis of complexity for the algorithm. In Section 5.2 we discuss several examples and experiments.

5.1. Preliminaries, strategy selection and algorithm

An influence diagram with imprecise probabilities is a directed acyclic graph over a set of decision nodes D (square
shaped), chance nodes C (circle shaped) and utility nodes U (diamond shaped). Edges into a chance node indicate stochas-
tic dependence; edges into a decision node indicate the available information at the time of the decision; edges into a
utility node indicate functional dependence. Each decision node is associated with a finite set of actions conditional on its
parents. Each chance node is associated with a random variable C and with a set of credal sets: for each instantiation πi

of the parents of C (pa(C)), we have a credal set K (C |pa(C) = πk) specified as in credal networks5; each utility node U is
associated with a function u(pa(U )) that depends only on the parents of U . If more than one utility node is specified, then
the total utility is the sum of all functions in utility nodes [68]. The standard definition of influence diagrams [34] requires
a linear temporal order of all decisions (typically represented by a directed path comprising all decision nodes) and the no

forgetting assumption, that is, at each decision node the decision maker knows all her previous decisions and past observa-
tions. However, some past information may be irrelevant and should not be considered for computational reasons [53,64]. In
Limited Memory Influence Diagrams (LIMIDs) [44], the no forgetting assumption is relaxed, that is, the decision maker knows
only the past decisions and observations that are explicitly linked to the decision nodes. This allows the representation of a
broad class of decision problems, including situations with many decision makers.

A policy δD for decision node D is a mapping from the parents of D to the possible actions in D . A strategy s is an
ordered set of prescribed actions for all decision nodes, where each action depends on the parents of the decision node;
that is, an ordered set of policies s = {δD1 , . . . , δDn }. The expression of expected utility for a strategy s, for a fixed probability
distribution P , is

∑

U∈U,X∈{C,D}

(

u
(

pa(U )
)

∏

X

P
(

X
∣

∣pa(X)
)

)

, (4)

where we note that if X ∈ D, then its value is fixed by strategy s (the variable is associated to zero/one probabilities given s).
In standard influence diagrams and standard LIMIDs, an optimal strategy is a strategy with maximum expected utility (such
strategies are called global maximum strategies in LIMIDs [44]).

It is important to pause for a moment and consider the properties of LIMIDs. First, any influence diagram is a LIMID
where a decision node is informed about all previous decisions. However, if a LIMID contains a small number of arcs into

5 In this paper all variables have finitely many values.
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Fig. 8. A simple influence diagram with too many strategies.

decision nodes, the number of possible strategies is small when compared to the number of strategies in an influence
diagram with identical graph. Hence the number of arcs into decision nodes is a critical parameter in a LIMID. Another
important property of LIMIDs is that decision nodes are not necessarily ordered, so a decision maker contemplating a
particular decision node may have no clue as to which decisions are implemented already and which decisions are still to
be reached.

The lack of ordering amongst decisions in LIMIDs brings about a point that seems to have been missed in the literature.
Namely, that LIMIDs are intrinsically inappropriate for consequentialist behavior. Clearly a decision maker can enumerate
all strategies in a LIMID and then select a strategy with maximum expected utility, presumably to follow it all the way
(in a resolute manner). A consequentialist behavior is harder to describe in the context of a LIMID. Suppose a decision
maker seats at a decision node, considering only future moves in an attempt to evaluate its current decision; that is, in
a consequentialist position. But how is this decision maker to know what are the “future” moves in a LIMID? There may
be decisions that are not ordered with respect to the current decision, and the only way to examine the relative value
of strategies is to consider all possible orderings. This may only be possible by considering the set of strategies from the
outset, as a resolute decision maker would do. Indeed, the popular algorithm Single Policy Update (SPU) [44] finds non-
optimal strategies in LIMIDs by updating policies in some given order; the resulting strategies are not guaranteed to be
optimal and, more importantly, the whole reasoning behind SPU cannot be given a consequentialist justification. For this
reason, we do not attempt in this paper to adapt SPU to LIMIDs with imprecise probabilities; quite the contrary, we use a
direct multilinear formulation of the strategy-selection problem. Note that a version of SPU for indecision-resistant criteria
is not so difficult to conceive (as every decision node must yield a single policy) but a version of SPU for indecision-prone
criteria seems not to be possible.

For these reasons, in this paper we are interested only in those LIMIDs that have a temporal order for decisions, so that
we can always consider consequentialist behavior. Such an assumption about LIMIDs clearly limits the scope of models we
can use, but it should be noted that the resulting class of LIMIDs is substantially larger than the class of influence diagrams;
even though there is an ordering on decisions, the set of strategies that is allowed for a LIMID does not necessarily require
each decision node to be aware of all previous decisions in the ordering. That is, the number of possible strategies in the
LIMID may be substantially smaller than the number of strategies in an influence diagram of identical structure. In fact, the
reason why we focus on “ordered” LIMIDs is exactly so that we can limit the number of possible strategies as compared to
influence diagrams proper.

Example 9. Consider Fig. 8. Suppose that A has four possible outcomes and D1 has four possible actions. A policy for D2

specifies one action for each configuration of the parents. If D2 has two possible actions, then there are 216 policies. In
general, if we have m configurations and n actions, we can generate nm policies. This example shows that the number of
policies grows quickly (exponentially) when decision nodes depend on several parents. In this case the search for optimal
strategies may easily become intractable. For instance, suppose we intend to apply the Maximality criterion, then we have

a total of nm
2
optimization programs to evaluate.

As noted, our approach to strategy selection is to use a (consequentialist) backward induction process, rather than to
resort to a variant of SPU or any other approximate scheme. The algorithm proceeds from the last decision node up to
the first, building the strategies during execution by selecting admissible actions for each configuration of pa(D), and then
combining only the selected actions. The subtle point is that, for indecision-prone criteria, we may have to consider more
than one admissible policy for a decision node D as long as the algorithm iterates. This approach can save computations
in two ways: (1) the computations are done locally (we do not need to consider all variables on the graph, thus, the
optimization programs are smaller), and (2) if the number of selected actions is smaller than n, then we reduce the number
of possible policies to be considered. Algorithm 6 summarizes this idea. Once the fact that we adopt a consequentialist
position is understood, the algorithm can be viewed as a mix of the algorithm for policy selection in standard influence
diagrams (where consequentialism is natural) and our previous algorithms for decision trees.

In Algorithm 6, we keep track of a list Si associated to decision node D i . The list Si is used to hold the set of
(sub)strategies suggested by indecision-prone criteria. It contains all admissible substrategies, evaluated by criterion, rooted
at D i , Si = {δD i

, . . . , δDm }. The initialization in line 2 indicates that previous to the first iteration there is no substrategy. As
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Algorithm 6: InfluenceDiagram_criterion
Input: An influence diagram D as described in Section 5.1, with a set D.K of constraints on probability values.
Output: A set of strategies selected by criterion.

m ← Number of decision nodes;1

Sm+1 ← ∅;2

for D i ∈ D, i ←m until 1 do3

Gi ← Required variables to evaluate actions in D i ;4

Ai ← CombineActions(D i ,Si+1);5

foreach configuration πk of pa(D i) do6

Ki ← GenerateConstraints(D i ,Ai ,πk,Gi ,D.K );7

Admissible[πk] ← Criterion_criterion(Ai,Ki);8

Si ← CombineSubstrategies(Admissible,Si+1);9

return Criterion_criterion(S1,K1);10

we have pointed out before, to evaluate an action in a given decision node, we do not need to consider all variables in the
graph. This is exactly what we do in line 4 of Algorithm 6. First we note that a utility node U is relevant to a decision D if
there exists a directed path connecting D and U . Then we use a standard d-separation algorithm [63] to obtain the needed
variables, that is, the set of variables that are not d-separated from the set Ui of utility nodes relevant to D i , given that
the set {D i,pa(D i)} are “observed” (the decision node is clamped to the selected action).6 The function CombineActions
takes the list of substrategies Si+1 and attaches an action of D i to each s ∈ Si+1 . Suppose that in Example 9 there are two
admissible policies in D2 , then at decision node D1 the function CombineActions returns to Ai eight possible combinations.
These combined actions will be evaluated by the criteria of choice before building the policies for decision node D i . We rely
on the criteria for reducing the number of admissible policies. This is done in the inner loop.

The function GenerateConstraints is responsible for creating the constraints on probabilities that are passed to the func-
tion Criterion_criterion. This function must encode the state space, as done for decision trees, and then encode constraints
on probability values based on the input constraints D.K . Differently from decision trees, the constraints in Ki must take
into account the fact that lower/upper expectations are now: (1) restricted to variables in Gi ; and (2) conditional on a set
of “observed” nodes {D i,pa(D i)}. Thus the new element here is that we must minimize/maximize conditional expectations;
this is done by introducing an auxiliary variable z and a new constraint,

∑

Ui ,Gi\Ei

P (Gi)u(Ui) − zP (Ei) = 0, (5)

where Ei denotes the set of nodes “observed” at D i . This constraint forces z to be the desired conditional expectation.
Hence the inner loop in Algorithm 6 builds the optimization programs as in decision trees, using Expression (5) in symbolic
form whenever necessary.

The function CombineSubstrategies is responsible for building Si . It receives the set of admissible actions and the set of
substrategies S i+1 , builds the possible policies for D i , and appends them to the substrategies in S i+1 .

The complexity of the algorithm obviously depends on the criteria of choice. For indecision-resistant criteria, we al-
ways consider one optimal policy at each decision node and, consequently, we have only one strategy (similar to influence
diagrams with precise probabilities). This is also the best case for indecision-prone criteria (when the criterion is very se-
lective). The worst case happens when the criterion does not discard any action. This implies that we need to consider all
possible combination of policies as long as we proceed in a backward fashion, and at the first decision node we have the
same amount of strategies as a resolute decision maker.

5.2. Examples and experiments

The algorithm presented in the previous section has been implemented and run in several well-known examples. Most
of the implementation was coded in the Java language, with calls to optimization packages (the multilinear programming
package Multilin [17] and the CPLEX and Minos commercial packages respectively for linear and nonlinear optimization).
Tests were run in a microcomputer with two dual-core processors and 4 GBytes of memory. We report the character of
selected strategies and the computational effort spent to select these strategies.

We start with the classic oil wildcatter problem [56]; this is a small influence diagram, so we can indicate the steps of
the algorithm in some detail.

Example 10. The oil wildcatter problem is depicted in Fig. 9. An oil wildcatter must decide whether to drill or not to drill
(decision D). The cost of drilling is $70K . If the decision is to drill, the soil may be soaking, wet or dry (with a return

6 Due to their independence relations, influence diagrams and LIMIDs can be viewed as extended Bayesian networks [10,63,64]. Our framework can be
viewed as an extended credal network, so d-separation applies.
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Amount of oil (O )

Test (S) dry wet soaking

ns [0.60,0.65] [0.30,0.35] [0.10,0.10]

os [0.25,0.30] [0.40,0.40] [0.40,0.45]

cs [0.10,0.10] [0.25,0.30] [0.45,0.50]

Fig. 9. Influence diagram for the oil wildcatter problem and probability intervals for seismic test given amount of oil.

of $270K , $120K or $0 respectively). Suppose probabilities for the amount of oil (O ) are: P (O = soaking) ∈ [0.2,0.2],
P (O = wet) ∈ [0.3,0.35], P (O = dry) ∈ [0.45,0.5]. At the cost of $10K , the oil wildcatter can take seismic soundings of the
site. The result of this test (S) may be ns (no oil), os (some oil), cs (abundance of oil), with interval probabilities in Fig. 9. If
the test is not conducted, then P (S = s|O ) = 1 if {S = nt} and P (S|O ) = 0 otherwise, where nt is a special value of S that
indicates absence of test.

To select strategies, we start with the decision D; node U2 is required and all nodes but U1 are returned by GetdCon-
nected. The expected utility of not drilling is 0.00 regardless of S . The expected utility of drilling depends on S . To compute
the lower expected utility of drilling given that {S = ns}, we must minimize auxiliary variable z subject to constraints on
probabilities and to

∑

O

P (O )P (S = ns|O , T )u(D = yes, O ) − zP (S = ns) = 0.

Running this and similar multilinear programs, we obtain:

S nt ns os cs

E[D = yes|S] 20.00 −32.76 32.86 82.61
E[D = yes|S] 26.00 −21.27 50.00 91.29

Using the Γ -Maximix criterion with η = 0.5 we find that the action not to drill is not admissible, except when the
seismic test indicates ns. Thus we have the policy δ∗

D(S) = ns if {S = no} and δ∗
D(S) = yes otherwise. As the Γ -Maximix

criterion specifies only one policy in D , we have only two policies to analyze at T (δT = yes and δT = no). The overall utility
is given by the sum of U1 and U2; we then obtain E[T = yes] ∈ [−10K ,−10K ] + [31.75K ,37.23K ] = [21.75K ,27.23K ] and
E[T = no] ∈ [0,0] + [20K ,26K ] = [20K ,26K ]. The selected action at T is to take the seismic test (δ∗

T = yes). The selected
strategy is s∗ = {δ∗

T , δ∗
D}. This strategy is also selected by the Γ -Maximin and Γ -Maximax criteria. With E-admissibility,

we obtain at D the same policy suggested by the Γ -Maximix criterion. At node T , we have two E-admissible policies,
δT = yes and δT = no. The combination of optimal policies leads to two strategies with expected utilities respectively in
[21.75K ,27.23K ] and [20.0K ,26.0K ]. Interval Dominance and Maximality select the same strategies as E-admissibility.

The next influence diagram we examine is the “Breeding Pigs” problem described by Lauritzen and Nilsson [44], and
represented by the influence diagram in Fig. 10. A pig breeder is growing pigs for a period of four months and subsequently
selling them. During this period the pig may or may not develop a certain disease (hi represents the pig’s health, healthy or
ill, in the ith month). Once a month, a doctor makes a test for the presence of the disease (ti represents the test’s results,
disease free or otherwise), and the doctor may or may not treat the pig for the disease by injecting a certain drug (decision
node di). The utility nodes u1,u2,u3 represent the cost of treating the pig, and u4 represents the payoff for selling the
pig. Additionally, we have: the price of a pig with disease is 300DKK (Danish kroner) and of a disease-free pig is 1000DKK
(utility node u4); the cost of an injection is 100DKK (utility nodes u1,u2,u3); the test is correct when the pig is ill with
probability 0.80, and correct when the pig is healthy with probability 0.90 (chance nodes ti); a healthy pig develops the
disease in the subsequent month with probability 0.20 without injection, whereas a healthy and treated pig develops the
disease with probability 0.10; an untreated pig that is unhealthy will remain so in the subsequent month with probability
0.90, whereas the similar probability is 0.5 for an unhealthy pig that is treated (chance nodes h2,h3,h4). The decision maker
is uncertain about the pig’s health in the first month (h1). In our experiments we assume two intervals for h1: the first one
is a small interval defined near the probability of the original problem (P (ill) = [0.1,0.2]); the second one is a large interval
(P (ill) = [0.0,0.5]).

In this example the full previous treatment and test history are available when decisions are made. At decision node d3 ,
there are 5 conditioning nodes. A policy at d3 specifies an action for 32 configurations (all five conditioning nodes have
just two possible values). An indecision-resistant criterion must run 64 inferences to find out the best policy, while an
indecision-prone criterion may have to keep track of many incomparable substrategies. It is indeed possible that the large
number of incomparable substrategies makes it impossible to finish the algorithm, as we will see in a moment.

Now, consider a LIMID for the Breeding Pigs problem, where the decision maker does not remember past decisions
and results of tests from previous months (the decision maker remembers only the result of the test taken in the current
month). The resulting LIMID is also depicted in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Left: Influence diagram (with complete history) for the Breeding Pigs problem. Right: LIMID version for the Breeding Pigs problem.

Table 1

Experiments with the Breeding Pigs problem.

P (h1 = ill) Criteria # of admissible
strategies LIMIDs

Elapsed time (s)
LIMIDs

# of admissible
strategies IDs

Elapsed time (s)
IDs

[0.1,0.2] Γ -Maximin 1 2.41 1 10.20
Γ -Maximax 1 2.63 1 11.45
Γ -Maximix 1 3.59 1 16.03
I. Dominance 2 5.35 16 89.95
Maximality 1 1.84 2 17.59
E-admissibility 1 2.39 2 23.58

[0.0,0.5] Γ -Maximin 1 3.74 1 16.48
Γ -Maximax 1 5.27 1 32.23
Γ -Maximix 1 7.57 1 43.39
I. Dominance 8 23.42 – –
Maximality 2 3.76 – –
E-admissibility 1 4.14 7 584.64

Table 1 presents results for all criteria we have discussed. The column labeled # of admissible strategies reports the number
of strategies selected by our implementation, and the column labeled Elapsed time shows the average time of execution over
thirty runs for each criterion. An interesting fact is that the smaller probability interval leads to smaller execution times:
the sharper the probabilities, the smaller the number of incomparable substrategies to process. Another point to note is
that Interval Dominance and Maximality could not be run to termination for the larger probability interval, due to the huge
number of strategies that these criteria fail to discard during execution. A curious fact is that E-admissibility does not crash
the system, and indeed leads to a relatively small number of selected strategies: even though E-admissibility seems more
complex computationally, the fact that it is more selective than Interval Dominance and Maximality is quite valuable in
practice.

Another curious fact in Table 1 is that, with the LIMID, Maximality and E-admissibility seem to be faster than the
indecision-resistant criteria. This result can be traced to a few computational aspects that are not apparent from a superficial
analysis. As we can define the set of maximal/E-admissible actions without computing exact probability values (just find a
distribution satisfying the constraints), we use a fast approximated solver in Minos to produce a preliminary selection of
actions. After this, we use the exact solver Multilin to compute lower/upper expectations. The approximated solver quickly
gets close to the exact solution, so the overall computing time is greatly benefited. It is also possible to explain the weak
showing of Interval Dominance, as it requires the use of the exact solver to compute lower and upper expectations so as to
compare actions.7 It is noteworthy that Interval Dominance is a simple criterion to apply in single-stage decision problems
while in sequential decision problems it faces difficulties due to its low selectivity.

Our final example deals with a relatively large LIMID that has been proposed by de Campos and Ji [19] as a model for
Effects-Based Operation planning (EBO). The LIMID is shown in Fig. 11; all variables are binary, and the decision nodes
have two possible actions (yes/no). The cost of actions, given by {U i}

11
i=1 , is: if D i is yes, then cost is 50 for U3 , 150

for U8 , 80 for U10 , 100 for U11 and 20 for the all others. The reward for achieving the main goal is 1000, while not
achieving it costs 500 (utility node UH ). The chance nodes C i represent the rate of success with an interval probability
P (C i = 1|D i = yes) ∈ [0.9,1.0]. The chance nodes B j and Ak have probability 1 if all parents are positive, probability 0.5
if only one parent is positive, and probability 0 otherwise. The probability of chance node G is 1 given that its parents

7 If we use the solver Minos to find I-admissible actions, Interval Dominance takes 2.68 and 56.70 seconds in the LIMID and influence diagram respec-
tively, when P (h1 = ill) ∈ [0.1,0.2]; and it takes 9.45 seconds in the LIMID, and crashes with the influence diagram, when P (h1 = ill) ∈ [0.0,0.5].
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Fig. 11. Influence diagram for the EBO problem.

are positive, 0.6 if only one parent is negative, 0.3 if two parents are negative, and 0 otherwise. Decision nodes have no
parents (an extreme LIMID), hence an arbitrary ordering of decision nodes is adopted when selecting strategies. Using the
Γ -Maximin criterion, the selected strategy is to take action yes in all decision nodes except D5 , D6 , D7 and D8 (approxi-
mately 40 seconds were taken to select it). The lower expected utility of this strategy is −55.28; the elapsed time to select
it was approximately 40 seconds. The only E-admissible strategy is to take action yes in all decision nodes except D8 (ap-
proximately 120 seconds were taken to select it). The expected utility of this strategy belongs to [68.97,330]; note that the
consequentialist E-admissible strategy is always better than the consequentialist Γ -Maximin strategy.8

6. Conclusion

This paper has examined the selection of strategies in sequential decision making when preferences are partially ordered.
In particular, we have focused on preference patterns that are encoded through a single utility and a set of probability
measures. A partial order over strategies introduces subtle ingredients into the decision problem, as we have several criteria
of choice and behavioral norms, episodes of incoherent/inconsistent choice, and varying degrees of computational gain.
We have tried to shed some light into these matters from a consequentialist perspective, and to present algorithms that
select strategies by solving sequences of optimization programs. Most algorithms employ multilinear programming, and
some particular cases can be tackled by linear programming. Clearly, algorithms based on multilinear programming can
be adapted to handle interval-valued utility, as we then have products between probabilities and utilities that must be
optimized over; we have refrained from discussing interval-valued utility so as to limit the length of the paper.

The current literature on sequential decision making with partially ordered preferences can be roughly divided in two
streams. The philosophical debate tends to favor abstract comparisons amongst criteria and norms, with little consideration
of computational costs. On the other hand, if one looks at techniques that do involve decision making with partially ordered
preferences, such as nondeterministic planning and CP nets, and even the theory of LIMIDs, one finds detailed study of
computational costs but little attention to criteria, norms, and consistency. We hope that this paper strikes some needed
balance between conceptual discussion and computational development, and helps shorten some of the gaps between these
viewpoints. In particular we believe that the effect of the consequentialist perspective is currently not appreciated in the
artificial intelligence literature, exactly where this norm is most adequate as one must deal with bounded agents.

We can summarize our contributions as follows. We have first derived new algorithmic techniques for Interval Dom-
inance and E-admissibility (using insights by Kyburg and Pittarelli [43], as done independently by Utkin and Augustin
[72]). We also presented a brief analysis of incoherent choice with Interval Dominance. More importantly, we have stud-
ied decision trees with partially ordered preferences, by presenting a consequentialist backward induction framework with
multilinear and linear programming instantiations, and by noting that different criteria do affect the computational prop-
erties of backward induction. We have then applied these insights to influence diagrams, and actually to ordered LIMIDs,
where the technology of credal networks (d-separation and multilinear programming) is used as much as possible. We have

8 By brute-force enumeration of strategies, we find that there is an E-admissible strategy with lower expected utility 156.41 (and upper expected utility
480.00); the consequentialist approach misses this possibility.
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also presented experiments with a complete implementation of the algorithms for influence diagrams. Given the lack of
literature on influence diagrams with indeterminacy and imprecision in probability values, our results are a first step in
understanding this powerful but intricate model. We have noted already that recently Huntley and Troffaes [35] and de
Campos and Ji [19] have presented specialized algorithms respectively for Maximality in decision trees and for Γ -Maximax
in influence diagrams, that can be more efficient than the algorithms discussed in this paper in particular problems.

An important subject this paper has not tackled is Markov Decision Processes (MDPs). MDPs are probably the most
prominent model for sequential decision making under uncertainty in use in artificial intelligence today, and could likewise
benefit from partial preference orderings. It should be noted that the initial translation into the framework of MDPs is
not difficult, in fact there is a considerable amount of publications that deal with MDPs with sets of probability (usually
referred to as Markov Decision Processes with Imprecise Probabilities) [33,58,74]. The topic deserves an investigation of
its own; additionally, there are many questions that must be answered before partial preferences can be extensively used
in MDPs, such as how to deal with act-state dependence and how to choose between the set of incomparable choices
suggested by criteria such as Maximality and E-admissibility.

We certainly leave many avenues for future exploration. A necessary next step is a detailed empirical characterization
of computational effort in solving decision trees and influence diagrams, including a comparison between multilinear and
linear programming schemes whenever the latter are possible. It would also be important to characterize the class of
influence diagrams that can be solved through reduced programs (that is, programs that deal with small subsets of chance
and decision nodes, passing back interval-valued expected utility). There are also conceptual questions that deserve further
scrutiny, as there are other criteria of choice and behavioral norms besides the ones investigated in this paper. Even within
the scope of criteria discussed in this paper, there are questions to answer. For instance: we have produced algorithms that
compute all E-admissible strategies; perhaps in practice one should be content with just one E-admissible strategy?
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